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ĵٔͼ˫ᒩāແॅᐋ߆Ķćٔ˫ࠍͼۯ
ᒩ͆ܦ૰Ԣሃā͔႔ᙷāࢊͼ˫ᒩ
͆આࠍটႃఌăĵٔͼΰᒩāࡳሃ
˞˷ā̘ץϟໜِ߆Ķćٔͼۯ
ΰᒩāࡳ˴՞Ѣ˝āሃ˴՞Ѣ˝āࡳ
ሃᗔ˷āВ̘וహ࣍˫ࠦ㝮ּă
హ࣍ହنஏвāߎܦ૰ஏā٘
ͼᝋಇͼహ࣍в͝āઆࠍটႃ
࠱ֵఌă
ਜ਼ѣ႒͇ĄүࠎྋĄ̣щᔳĄࠎ౼
ஐֶĄтߏೈᒖĄ̣տౣĄ
ĵਗ਼Ѣ႑͆āҮࠍྊĶćਗ਼హѢ
႑͆āύּహ࣍͆ోߎѢ႑āವ
ᄭྡྷҮ̃āᄭࠍహߎࠍāઆࠍּྊ
ᛕăĵ̢ఌшᔲāࠍ౻ஏֵĶćᛆ૿
హ̢ఌోܦ૰шᘥāࠍ˗ҽ౻
ஏֵ٘ఌăĵсߎೇᒕĶćဉహᇸ
ּ̃จ҂ೆؔвೇᒕăĵ̢ఌվౢĶć
ᄭࠍహ̢࣍в͝ోߎվౢఌāోߎΝ
ͼটႃăహ˴ߎЮࠍ̘ۡྼహ࣍͆
ోߎѢ႑ă
ϤѩࢍޘĄ̣னঠႄĄᆪརγĄೊඳ
೩ّĄߏЩࠎĄௐȈγĄϲ̣ౚ
̚Ą̣னঠႄĄ͕ᙹࣆኢĄ
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Or he may take refuge in the Third Dhyana, because he delights in its extreme
bliss. He may believe that the bliss of the Third Dhyana is extremely fine. He
thinks he will get whatever he wishes for there, so he considers those heavens to
be a state of Nirvana. Or he may take refuge in the Fourth Dhyana, reasoning
that suffering and bliss are both ended there and that he will no longer undergo
transmigration. He may say that in the Fourth Dhyana, the Ground of the Purity
of Renouncing Thought, suffering and bliss are both gone and so there is no
further rebirth in the Three Realms. Since it is extremely pure, he considers it
a state of Nirvana and wants to take refuge there.
Sutra:
These heavens are subject to outflows, but in his confusion he thinks that
they are unconditioned; and he takes these five states of tranquility to
be refuges of supreme purity. Considering back and forth in this way, he
decides that these five states are ultimate.
Commentary:
These heavens are subject to outflows, but in his confusion he “mistakes a
thief for his own son” and thinks that they are unconditioned; and he takes
these five states of tranquility to be refuges of supreme purity. He feels that
these five states are peaceful and secure, and that they are especially supreme and
pure places of refuge. Considering back and forth in this way, going round
and round, he decides that these five states are ultimate. He reckons they are
all ultimate states where he can attain Nirvana. He does not realize that these
heavens are still subject to outflows.
Sutra:
Because of these speculations about five kinds of immediate Nirvana, he
will fall into externalism and become confused about the Bodhi nature.
This is the tenth external teaching, which postulates confused theories of
five kinds of immediate Nirvana in the realm of the five skandhas.

ĵϣѨࢌޗā̢நটႃĶćϣͼˮహ̢
ޗࢌāநΌ̢ந݇টႃāహ
ޗࢌāĵᆩཡβྼĶćವᆩཡוβ
ྼ㝮ᐜāĵ೨ِĶćਗ਼δ˝೨ᛆ
ِăĵߎ݊ШࠍȇβྼĶćహವШ
Χȇβྼăĵϱ̢ౙ̙ā̢நট
ႃā͔ᙸࣅኡĶćг̢ౙ㝮ᙜāϱ
Ό̢நгটႃāహᙸࣅ̘ϑቀ
ኡᛈă
ܠᙱĄтߏȈĄᒪ֤ճྋĄ࠰ߏҖ
ౚĄϡ͕Ϲ̢Ą߇னुĄ
ĵܟᙰĶāĵсߎȇᒩ֣ղྊĶćဉ
݇ᙜ٘ᄱహȇᐕᇊղྊāహ̘ϑ
ቀᄰྊāĵߎҕౙĶćహߎ̥ᆂͧ
়Ĉహోߎгҕౙ՞Ѣॠ࣎āĵ
Ϡ͔ϸ̡ā߆நीĶćү࣑ҕāహ؟
˦ҕౙ̡࠸ּϸጻāсڌүҊ̍హ
ϑۡϑ౻˝ā֣ᆂವΝͼφహ᙮
ᐜĆҕౙсڌ౻˝āүವලᜱ˝ā٘ͼ
நΌּహղྊղीă
ிϠਜ਼Ą̙ҋєณĄెѩன݈Ąͽ
ਜ਼ࠎྋĄҋ֏൳ཐĄ̂нᄬјĄᆪ
มႯĄ
ĵாϟਗ਼ā̘ҊѓฒĶćாϟਗ਼̘
ीāҊ̍˴̘ຏ˗ຏҊ̍ߎ̥࣍ᆂ
˟āߎ̥࣍ᆂॱِĈĵѨந݇āͼਗ਼
ࠍྊĶć࿂וహဨࠦந݇āͼਗ਼ࠍ
ीāύּߎਗ਼āҊ̍Юࠍ˴՞Ѣڀय
ᕆā˴՞Ѣඟۡᙉାጰā٘ͼҊ̍ವ
ͼਗ਼આࠍྊᛕ˝ăĵҊ֎൲ཏĶć
Ҋ̍ᄱҊ̍ᙊཏ˝ڌāҊ̍ᄱҊ̍พी
˝āҊ̍ᄱҊ̍їҡ˝ăĵ́мᄫїā
ᆩภႮĶćహোߎāোো၀၀вφ́
мᄫă߉φো́мᄫā֣ᆂ˗ࢊߎ؟
ᆩภвႮă
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Commentary:
Because of these five speculations described above about five kinds of
immediate Nirvana, he will fall into externalism and become confused
about the Bodhi nature. He loses sight of the enlightened nature of Bodhi.
This is the tenth external teaching, which postulates confused theories
of five kinds of immediate Nirvana in the realm of the five skandhas. His
theories are incorrect and upside-down.
Sutra:
Ananda, all ten of these crazy explanations may occur in dhyana as one’s
mental effort interacts with the formations skandha. That is why these
“insights” appear.
Commentary:
Ananda, all ten of these crazy, erroneous explanations discussed above may
occur in dhyana, the “stilling of thought,” as one’s mental effort interacts
with the formations skandha. What is the problem here? Before you have
broken through the formations skandha, your cultivation of samadhi interacts
and battles with the formations skandha. If your own proper knowledge and
proper views are victorious, you can leap over this hurdle. If the formations
skandha wins, then you become possessed by a demon. That is why these crazy
“insights” and crazy explanations appear.
Sutra:
Dull and confused living beings do not evaluate themselves. Encountering
such situations, they mistake their confusion for understanding and say
that they have become sages, thereby uttering a great lie. They will fall into
the Relentless Hells.
Commentary:
Dull and confused living beings do not evaluate themselves. Living beings
are stubborn, muddled, and unaware. They fail to reflect on who they are and
what kind of disposition they have. Encountering such situations, when such
states arise, they are confused, but because they don’t have the guidance of a wise
teacher who has clear vision, they mistake their confusion for understanding
and say that they have become sages. They claim they have become enlightened
and become Buddhas, thereby uttering a great lie. Because they tell such an
outrageous lie, they will definitely fall into the Relentless Hells.
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